
 
COMPANY OVERVIEW



For over 50 years Toyota Material Handling has been 

at the forefront of the Australian materials handling 

market and has been a pioneer in making forklifts more 

productive, safer and cost-effective.

Our commitment and support for our customers has 

always extended well beyond the supply of a new forklift. 

Our service commitment is driven by our dedication to 

continuous improvement or ‘Kaizen’ – one of the core 

pillars of the Toyota way of doing business.

That’s why we work every day to deliver practical services 

and innovative solutions that produce real, bottom-

line benefits for Australian businesses. We recognise 

that choosing the right supplier is just as important as 

selecting the forklifts and warehouse equipment that 

most completely meet your needs. Whether we are 

supplying a single spare part or helping to manage your 

entire fleet, our objective and commitment remains the 

same – adding value to your operation.

That’s the Toyota Advantage.

TRUSTED TOYOTA QUALITY
Toyota Material Handling’s range of forklift products are 
developed by personnel who can utilise the advantages of 
Toyota’s advanced manufacturing technologies, and built to the 
same exceptional standards of quality and reliability as the 
company’s automotive products. 

These two components are the key to Toyota 
Material Handling’s success, and a major reason 
why so many customers continue to buy Toyota 
Material Handling products time and time again.

Toyota Material Handling is also committed to 
responsible environmental policies and the 
development of processes to reduce forklift 
emission levels. By employing automobile 
technologies, cleaner and more powerful 
engines have been developed. Advanced 
Toyota technology also ensures lower noise 
and vibration levels, and reduced fuel 
consumption levels.

   SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY PALLET ®

RENTAL SOLUTIONS
Get the forklift you need – when you need it! 

If you are after a forklift to rent for one day, or for up to five years, 
Toyota Material Handling has a rental solution for you with 
Australia’s largest range of forklifts and warehouse equipment.

Our forklift rental programmes give you the flexibility to 
change your fleet to match your requirements.

SALES SOLUTIONS
Here at Toyota Material Handling our expert sales team 
are dedicated to providing you with right information and 
equipment to suit your business and budget.

By offering a free, no obligation inspection of your premises, 
we are able to provide the right solutions to fit your material 
handling requirements.

It’s this dedication to providing you with not just a forklift but 
a material handling solution that makes the 
real difference to your bottom line.

SERVICE & PARTS SOLUTIONS
At Toyota Material Handling we recognise how important after-
sales support is to your business. 

No matter what forklift brand you use, our factory trained 
technicians use the latest diagnostic equipment to ensure a fast 
and accurate diagnosis, helping you save time and money.

We also understand that fast parts supply is a crucial element of 
business operations. Toyota globally invests millions in its parts 
supply performance to ensure quick delivery of parts and less 
downtime for our customers.

PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
Toyota Material Handling are 
proud to have the biggest range 
of forklifts and battery-electric 
warehouse equipment available in 
Australia, ensuring that whatever 
your requirements we have a 
suitable material handling solution. 

Our range of world renowned forklifts allows for a combination 
of counter-balance, electric powered pallet forklifts, stackers, 
order pickers, reach forklifts and narrow aisle equipment that is 
second to none.

In addition to our range of forklifts and warehouse equipment, 
Toyota Material Handling also distributes a comprehensive 
range of lift platforms, sweepers and scrubbers, plus Taylor-
Dunn electric vehicles. We also proudly distribute the Huski 
Construction Equipment range of skid steer loaders, mini 
excavators and scissor lifts.

W
ORLD-LEADING NEW FORKLIF
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C L A S S



 COUNTER-BALANCE FORKLIFT SOLUTIONS

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 1.0 – 3.5 TONNE CAPACITY
Advancements in technology and engineering help the Toyota 8-Series set new standards in the forklift 
industry. Featuring the world’s first System of Active Stability™ (SAS), this exclusive computer controlled 
stability system can assist in improving safety and productivity. For areas where space is at a premium, 
Toyota Material Handling also offers 8-Series Compact models in 2.0-3.0 tonne capacity.

(8FG/FD models feature SAS. Cushion tyre models also available.) 

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 3.5 – 5.0 TONNE CAPACITY
If productivity is a requirement, then this unit has it all! The capacity and power you need for your heavy-
duty jobs. The Toyota ergonomics and comfort your operators want. Our customer field testing during 
development produces those subtle Toyota refinements such as ease of service and dependability that make 
it even better value. 

(8FG/FD models feature SAS. Cushion tyre models also available.) 

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 6.0 – 8.0 TONNE CAPACITY
Toyota Material Handling’s line expands with the availability of a breed of high performance forklifts for an 
ever-demanding market. A triumph of advanced technology and an ongoing commitment to improving 
productivity, this rugged powerhouse delivers high efficiency and features a safe and solid design that 
inspires reliability and job confidence. 

(8FG/FD models feature SAS. Cushion tyre models also available.) 

TOYOTA 4-SERIES FD MODEL 10.0 – 24.0 TONNE CAPACITY
Demanding applications and punishing work environments test the true performance of a forklift. The Toyota 
10–24 tonne rugged design and heavy-duty components, combined with its exceptional levels of operability, 
operator comfort and ease of service, help make this workhorse the model of enduring productivity.

Internal Combustion counter-balance 
forklifts are amongst Toyota’s most 

popular models, and are available in 
petrol, diesel and LPG varieties. Within 

Australia, Toyota Material Handling boasts 
a full line-up of counter-balance forklifts 

with capacities ranging from 0.9 to 24 
tonnes. Toyota forklifts have powerful 

loading/unloading speeds, and are 
characterised by superior functionality. 

A variety of attachments make 
them adaptable for a wide range of 

productive work.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
FORKLIFTS

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FB MODEL 1.0 – 3.5 TONNE CAPACITY (4-WHEEL)
Ongoing research, field surveys and evaluations have enabled Toyota Material Handling to offer you the 
ultimate in productivity. Toyota’s 4-wheel electric forklifts combine the proven performance, reliability 
and safety of Toyota’s Operator Presence Sensing System (OPS) and powerful Alternating Current (AC) 
Power technology. Operator comfort is key with improved visibility and an ergonomic driving position.

TOYOTA 8-SERIES 8FBE MODEL 1.0 – 2.0 TONNE CAPACITY (3-WHEEL)
From the versatility of the latest control technology to the comfort and operability delivered by our 
ergonomically designed operator compartment, Toyota’s 8FBE redefines 3-wheel electric forklift quality 
and productivity. Outstanding manoeuvrability, reliability and easy service access are key features our 
3-wheel electrics offer.

(8FBE models feature SAS and AC Power. Active Control Rear Stabiliser not available on 8FBE models).

TOYOTA 4250 MODEL STAND UP 3-WHEEL 1364 – 2272KG CAPACITY
The Toyota model 4250 Battery-Electric Counter-Balance forklift is a powerhouse of versatility. Toyota’s 
exclusive ACR System™ helps increase productivity with faster, smoother operation, more torque, 
better acceleration and less downtime. AC drive provides power, torque and stamina to handle rough 
dock applications, 24/7, with operators receiving quicker response and consistent, more efficient load 
handling throughout the entire shift. The single-axis, multifunction control handle provides a stable, 
solid grip point and is designed to comfortably fit the hand. Fully programmable control system lets 
operators custom-configure travel speed and acceleration and deceleration rates for forward, reverse, 
lift and lower.

Toyota Material Handling also has a 
comprehensive range of battery-electric forklifts, 
with three and four wheel models available. 
Electric forklifts use an on-board battery to 
provide power for transport and cargo loading 
and unloading, allowing for outstanding power 
with no emissions. Toyota’s battery electric range 
comprises both counter-balance and reach 
models. Toyota was also one of the first forklift 
manufacturers to utilise Alternating Current (AC) 
Power, providing for improved load handling 
and acceleration.

BATTERY ELECTRIC 
FORKLIFTS



 WAREHOUSE EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS

ELECTRIC PALLET JACKS

TOYOTA LEVIO LWE130 MODEL 1300KG CAPACITY
The Toyota LWE130 is a small electric pallet jack designed for horizontal pallet movement in moderate applications. 
It is an ideal upgrade from a hand pallet jack, being compact and sturdily built, yet light, and easy to manoeuver. 
Retail operations, small stores, manufacturing sites – in fact any operation that uses hand pallet jacks – will find the 
Toyota LWE130 an extra help.

TOYOTA LEVIO LWE140-250 MODEL 1400 – 2500KG CAPACITY
The Levio pedestrian electric pallet jack range is the most complete electric pallet jack series for low, medium and 
high intensity walk-with applications and is comprised of six models. The Levio is responsive and manoeuvrable 
and ideal for use where space is limited and travel distances are relatively short. All LWE140 – 250 electric pallet jack 
models include Toyota Powerdrive, AC drive motors, PIN code access, more than 20 fork carriage configurations as 
standard, safety features such as emergency cut-off and emergency reverse button, Toyota Castor link, central tiller 
arm, ergonomic handle, storage compartments and protection for the feet.

TOYOTA LEVIO P-SERIES 2000 – 2500KG CAPACITY
The Toyota Levio P-series is intended for medium to high intensive handling in stores, distribution centers and 
heavy industries with medium to long driving distances and medium to high intensity work in these applications 
involving loading/unloading and medium to long length transportation.

TOYOTA 8210 - MODEL 2041KG CAPACITY
The rugged 8210 is a low cost, highly manoeuvrable, ergonomically designed performer. It’s ideal for crowded 
loading docks, right angle stacking, congested aisles and especially those tight spaces inside trailers.

TOYOTA 8310, 8410, 8510, 8610, 8900 MODELS 2727 – 3636KG CAPACITY
Toyota electric pallet jacks, end/centre rider pallet forklifts, and tow tractors help you deliver industry leading 
acceleration, smooth top-end travel speed, superior durability and manoeuvrability, and lower operating costs. 
Excellent manoeuvrability permits the range of 8000 Series Pallet forklifts to work in cramped areas. Ideal for 
transporting loads from loading docks to storage areas, its speed, ergonomic controls and rugged construction 
make it the best choice for a range of demanding applications.

HAND-PALLET JACKS

TOYOTA LIFTER / PROLIFTER / HIGHLIFTER HAND-PALLET TRUCKS  
1000 – 3000KG CAPACITY 
Having a hand-pallet jack of high quality and excellent reliability brings the immediate advantage of reduced 
downtime and in the longer term, lower life cycle cost. Essential to achieving this, a hand-pallet jack must offer total 
performance and reliability over its working life. Toyota hand-pallet jacks have been developed to meet exactly 
these criteria, resulting in a long working life with intensive use, even with heavy loads.

WALKIE STACKER FORKLIFTS

TOYOTA STAXIO MODEL 800 – 2000KG CAPACITY
Staxio stackers are compact, easy-to-use and powered by a low-maintenance and efficient AC drive motor. Clear-view masts 
create the ‘Totalview’ concept, ensuring the operator has excellent visibility both at ground level and when positioning at height. 
Combine this with the Staxio’s advanced design and the result is more uptime, which means more work done for less cost.
 
TOYOTA STAXIO SWE080L MODEL UP TO 800KG CAPACITY
The Staxio SWE080L stacker is a compact, easy-to-use model, powered by a low-maintenance and efficient AC drive motor. 
The SWE080L is a versatile stacker with a single column mast and elevating support arms, making it suitable for low-lifting 
and order picking applications, including loading/unloading. A compact chassis, ergonomic positioning of the control arm 
and visibility all over the forks are just a few examples on how the SWE080L is designed of operator ease of use. 

TOYOTA STAXIO SWE120XR WALKIE REACH STACKER MODEL 1200KG CAPACITY
The Toyota SWE120XR walkie reach stacker with retractable mast combines the compact size of a walkie stacker with the 
flexibility of a reach truck. Equipped with retractable masts and the ability to handle different types of pallets, these powered 
walkie stacker trucks are designed to save space and increase efficiency. 

TOYOTA WALKIE STACKER MODEL 1200 – 1800KG CAPACITY
Today’s competitive business climate requires you to do more in less warehouse space, in less time. Toyota S-Series Walkie 
Stackers make it easier, whether your material handling jobs require loading and unloading trailers, faster picking, or dockside 
manoeuvering. They’re intuitive, ergonomic, and easy to operate. The smart, economical, all-around answer.

 
 

 

ORDER PICKER FORKLIFTS

TOYOTA OPTIO-L MODEL OSE 1000 – 2700KG CAPACITY
The Optio range of advanced low-level order pickers is designed for intensive picking in demanding environments. All Optio 
models are built around Toyota Powerdrive – the advanced integrated drive and control system that delivers excellent ease-
of-use, performance and efficiency.

TOYOTA OPTIO-M & H MODELS 850 – 1200KG CAPACITY
The ability to pick individual items at height opens up the whole warehouse to more than just full pallet storage. However, 
working at height demands high safety standards. Toyota Optipace system is at the heart of the medium and high level order 
picking range – ensuring safety without compromising speed of operation.

TOYOTA 5000 SERIES™ MODEL 1363KG CAPACITY
In a world of increasing SKUs and ever-tighter schedules, efficient order picking is incredibly important. You can choose the 
order picker that helps you boost throughput and pick rates most cost-effectively. Order pickers offer intuitive controls and 
features – like ergonomic control handles, panoramic views, low step heights and padded platforms – that help operators do 
more with less effort.



 WAREHOUSE EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS
REACH FORKLIFTS 

TOYOTA REFLEX  RRE120-160M NARROW FRAME 1350 – 1600KG CAPACITY
Toyota M-series reach forklifts available within Toyota’s range have capacity up to 1600kg and lift heights up to 8.5 metres. Each reach 
forklift is configured to provide the optimum chassis/battery/mast combination according to the requirements of the application. The 
M 120, 140, 160 are the perfect choice for the customer in need of a multipurpose reach truck with a maximum of cost efficiency.

TOYOTA REFLEX AC MODEL RRE140H-250H 1200 – 2500KG CAPACITY
Since its launch, the Reflex Reach Forklift has been one of the most advanced range of reach trucks in the world for productivity, 
safety, economy and overall performance. The latest generation of advanced Toyota Reflex reach forklifts sees five new models 
with load capacities from 1.4 - 2.5 tonnes deliver class-leading performance. All Toyota Reflex forklifts have an advanced 
new transitional lift control system, which achieves high-speed, yet completely smooth, lifting and lowering. This advanced, 
intelligent design significantly increases productivity for faster work cycles, while supporting safe operations. The Toyota Reflex 
is available with cold store specifications, tilting cab and drive-in versions for use in narrow racking systems. Other models in 
the Reflex range include the M Series, which feature a narrow chassis design, ideal for block stacking and confined areas.

 TOYOTA REFLEX AC MODEL FRE270 2700KG CAPACITY
The Reflex four-way reach forklift is ideal for long load handling, as well as conventional pallet movement in confined spaces. 
Maximum capacity is 2700 kg, fork spread 540 to 2220mm. AC powered with max lift height 8 m. Very stable due to its four 
wheel construction. Front seated driver facilitates the handling of long loads.

 
TOYOTA 7200-7300-7500-7530 STAND UP PANTOGRAPH REACH  
 1451 – 2041KG CAPACITY
To harness the full potential of your operators and move more products at lower cost, you need to store and retrieve pallets 
as efficiently as possible. Optimise the productivity of your operators with the forklift that puts them in full control of every 
load, every time – the model 7500. This forklift gives you all the advantages of Toyota’s exclusive, proven ACR System™ – 
a combination of AC technology and ergonomics that delivers unparalleled performance, productivity and reliability.

 
TOYOTA 7700-7730 SIT - STAND PANTOGRAPH REACH 1451-2041KG CAPACITY
The model 7700 with an open view mast for improved operator visibility, is available in 2,041kgs capacity and Deep-Reach® 
capacity in 1,451kgs. Exclusive ACR System™ delivers more uptime and lower maintenance costs.

 
TOYOTA 7310 FOUR-DIRECTIONAL MODEL 2043KG CAPACITY
The 7310 4-D economically combines the flexibility of a reach forklift and the handling capability of a sideloader. Its scissor 
reach mechanism and 4-D travel allow you to pick and place long, bulky loads, plus it helps reduce damage to inventory, 
racks, and beams. With its unique ability to travel sideways down storage aisles, it allows up to 40% more storage by reducing 
aisle width and eliminating right-angle turns.

 TOYOTA 8-SERIES 8FBR STAND-UP MODEL 1.0 – 3.0 TONNE CAPACITY
Toyota Electric Reach Forklifts feature advanced technology and an ergonomic design for optimum performance and value. 
The 8FBR has Stable Suspension Control, and offers higher levels of stability when the reach forklift is turning or when 
handling loads extended on its reach legs. Innovative use of Traction and Brake Control helps boost operating efficiency. 
(8FBR models feature SAS and AC Power).

 TOYOTA 8-SERIES 8FBRES SIT-DOWN MODEL 1.2 – 1.6 TONNE CAPACITY
Extensive research and development has produced a forklift designed with a tight turning circle radius for compact work 
areas. Optimum visibility and responsive controls are the result of Toyota’s exclusive blend of advanced technology and 
commitment to quality.

AUTOCARTS

TOYOTA TAE050 – AUTOCART AGC TOW TRUCK 500KG CAPACITY
The Toyota Autocart is ideal for simple tow transport operations, suitable for both production and warehouse 
operations. With a very simple navigation system, this new product can be installed quickly reducing engineering 
costs and requirements.

TOYOTA AUTOSHUTTLE PAE150 AUTOPILOT LOAD CARRIER 1500KG CAPACITY
The Toyota Autoshuttle PAE150 (Automated Load Carrier) is designed to transport pallets being stored deep in 
racking and to retrieve again, maximising space and pallet locations. After completing its task, the Toyota Autoshuttle 
returns to its starting point, indicating it is ready for the next command. The shuttle is controlled by a remote control 
or warehouse management system and is efficient, durable and easy to use. 

VERY NARROW AISLE FORKLIFTS

TOYOTA VECTOR VCE150A MODEL 1500KG CAPACITY
Toyota offers its Vector range of advanced combi forklifts. Capable of both order picking and full-pallet 
handling at height in very narrow aisles, Vector forklifts boast a range of advanced features. This range of very 
narrow aisle forklifts have been developed with a series of unique features that are designed to minimise the 
space occupied by the forklift, and to vastly improve speed and efficiency in operation.

TOYOTA VECTOR VRE150 MODEL 1500KG CAPACITY
Designed for pallet handling in very narrow aisles, the Vector range offers a choice of fork systems for 
outstanding performance. Select from three different chassis widths and lengths to achieve the optimum 
configuration to suit the application. AC power means high speed operation, regenerative braking and 
lowering, low energy consumption and reduced servicing costs. Safe, high speed operation can also be 
maintained due to the Optipace performance management system that ensures optimised and smooth 
handling at all heights.

TOYOTA 9000 SERIES MODEL 1361KG CAPACITY
With a multitude of ergonomic features, Toyota’s 9000 Series Swing-Reach Forklifts provide optimum 
programmability, ease of maintenance and versatility. A clear view mast is designed for maximum visibility. 
The patented intellispeed™ system optimises truck speed at elevations over a full range of heights and load 
weight conditions. Toyota’s intelliguide™ guidance steers the forklift automatically, allowing operators to 
concentrate on the next pick.

RACKING SOLUTIONS
QUALITY RACKING
Toyota Material Handling can provide you with an optimal racking solution to help you optimise your business 
flow, drive down costs, and increase your productivity. Thanks to our extensive know-how about all parts of the 
supply chain, we are also able to support you in project management, installation and continuous improvements 
of your logistics solutions over time, to make sure you get the absolute maximum out of your material handling 
processes. Our racking solutions offer great advantages in a wide variety of applications.



AGV SOLUTIONS

TOYOTA LEVIO LAE250 AUTOPILOT LOWLIFTER 2500KG CAPACITY
Fitted with the most advanced laser navigation technology and highest class of safety features, the Toyota Levio LAE250 
can be used as a ‘stand-alone’ driverless low lifter in simple installations such as transporting of one or two pallets, or in 
larger operations with multiple driverless low lifters integrated within the customer’s Warehouse Management System. 
Ideal for intensive high speed transportation of goods – often over long distances.

TOYOTA STAXIO SAE160S AUTOPILOT STACKER 1600KG CAPACITY
The Toyota Staxio SAE160S automated guided vehicle is fitted with the most advanced laser navigation technology and 
highest class of safety features. They can be used as a ‘stand-alone’ driverless forklift in simple installations where pallets 
are required to be transported from point A to point B or in larger operations with multiple driverless forklifts integrated 
with the customer’s Warehouse Management System. The SAE160S is the ideal driverless forklift for handling of pallets 
from automatic palletisers and stretch wrappers.

TOYOTA MOVIT TAE500 AUTOPILOT TOW TRUCK 5000KG CAPACITY
The Toyota Movit Autopilot Tow Truck TAE500 is a high-performance automated tow truck suitable for a wide range of 
towing and order-picking duties. This AC-powered tow truck is especially suitable for use in operations where goods are 
being moved in a continuous flow. Typical applications are industries where Just-In-Time principles are applied.

TOYOTA OPTIO OAE 120CB AUTOPILOT ORDER PICKER 1200KG CAPACITY
The Toyota Optio OAE120CB Autopilot, the unique automated order picker forklift that simplifies the order 
picking process by combining the versatility of a low-level order picker with the pallet-handling features of a small 
counterbalanced truck. Based on standard forklift designs, Toyota Optio OAE120CB automated guided forklift is fitted 
with the most advanced laser navigation technology and highest class of safety features.

TOYOTA REFLEX RAE250 AUTOPILOT REACH TRUCK 2500KG CAPACITY
The Toyota Reflex RAE250 automated guided vehicle is fitted with the most advanced laser navigation technology 
and highest class of safety features. They can be used as ‘stand-alone’ driverless forklift in simple installations such as 
transporting goods, or in larger operations with multiple forklifts integrated with the customer’s Warehouse Management 
System. Toyota Reflex RAE250 is ideal for block stacking and confined areas. 

WORK PLATFORMS

SPRINT 115KG HOOD TRAY & 90KG MATERIAL TRAY CAPACITIES
Sprint is the ideal solution for those who want to take the most advantage of space and 
increase profits. 

With a maximum working height of 5.3m, the Sprint is perfect for retail stores where space is at 
a premium. Fully drivable, Sprint speeds up the process reaching highly positioned goods and 
merchandise. It also increases safety by eliminating the need to manually handle goods up and 
down ladders.

SPIN-GO 90KG TRAY CAPACITY
Spin-Go push-around vertical platform is the valid alternative to ladders and podiums normally used in shops, 
supermarkets, warehouses, malls, offices, libraries and archives.

Easy and extremely compact, Spin-Go provides a safer and more efficient method of reaching highly positioned 
goods and merchandise during stock replenishment, fit out, cleaning operations and much more. Spin-Go has a 
light overall weight of only 230kg, making it easy to push around.

LEONARDO HD 180KG CAPACITY
The Leonardo comes with all-steel chassis, canopies and integrated fork lift pockets. It features active pothole 
protection for increased ground clearance, preferred in the contracting environment.

Tailor-made to the operator’s and contractor’s needs in the building industry, the Leonardo HD eliminates the need 
for scaffolding, scissor lifts and normal push-around units. No more ladders, no outriggers, no hassles. One person 
can easily do a job safely, quickly and efficiently.

LUI 460 280KG CAPACITY
Standing at a platform height of 4.62m the Lui eliminates the need for scaffolding, scissor lifts and normal push-
around units. The batteries produce 180 amp hours each, generating enough power for over 400 lift cycles or 
driving in excess of 9km. 
The LUI 460 is ruggedly built and durable, while maintaining a high degree of mobility. Its unique platform, mast 
and cylinder design allows an unrestricted platform capacity of 280kg, with or without the extension of both decks.

Our range of work assist platforms are versatile, robust, and 
extremely reliable stock pickers and vertical lift platforms that 
allow the user to comfortably, easily, and safely handle a wide 
range of work applications.

The Sprint is perfect for retail stores where space is at a 
premium. Fully drivable, Sprint speeds up the process 
reaching highly positioned goods and merchandise.

The Spin-Go push-around stock picker is the valid 
alternative to ladders and podiums normally used in shops, 
supermarkets, warehouses, malls, offices, libraries and 
archives.

The Lui 460 and Leonardo are tailor-made to meet a variety 
of needs in the building industry by eliminating the need for 
scaffolding, scissor lifts and normal push-around units.

Toyota’s automatic guided vehicles ensure accurate 
transportation, stacking and picking. Making them the 
perfect choice for busy environments where repetitive 

movements are common, providing highly efficient, cost-
effective goods handling with a significant and fast return 

on investment.

The Autopilot system is adaptable and ideal for handling 
transportation of goods in warehouses, buffer storage 

or production areas. It can also work seamlessly in mixed 
operation alongside manually operated vehicles and 

personnel in a completely safe environment.

All models in the Autopilot range can also be used in 
manual mode as conventional trucks allowing complete 

flexibility in operations.

ELEVATED WORK PLATFORMSAGV - DRIVERLESS FORKLIFTS



SWEEPERS

SP850B WALK  BEHIND SWEEPER
A battery powered walk behind sweeper with internal charger designed for smaller areas in shops, small 
warehouse and manufacturing applications.

S28B RIDE ON SWEEPER
The S28B is a low noise ride on battery powered sweeper with manual waste hopper as standard. Designed for 
small indoor and outdoor warehouse applications where a walk behind sweeper is not as efficient.

S32B RIDE ON SWEEPER
A battery powered ride on sweeper with hydrostatic drive and panel filter that is designed for small to medium 
indoor and outdoor warehouse and manufacturing applications. The S32B is strong and easy to maintain with a 
hydraulic operated waste hopper and is also available in LPG.

S34B RIDE ON SWEEPER
With hydrostatic drive and panel filter the S34B battery powered ride on sweeper is designed for small to medium 
indoor and outdoor warehouse and manufacturing applications. The S34B is strong and easy to maintain with a 
hydraulic operated waste hopper and is also available in LPG and diesel for longer run times.

S38 LPG LARGE RIDE ON SWEEPER
This LPG powered ride on sweeper with hydrostatic drive and panel filter is designed for large indoor and outdoor 
manufacturing and warehousing spaces including car parks and hard stand areas. The S38 is strong and easy to 
maintain with a hydraulic operated waste hopper and is also available in diesel.

S48LPG LARGE RIDE ON SWEEPER
The S48LPG ride on sweeper with hydrostatic drive and large panel filter is designed for the larger type indoor and 
outdoor warehousing / logistics and manufacturing applications including car parks. Strong and easy to maintain 
with a large capacity hydraulic operated waste hopper, it is also available in diesel.

SCRUBBER DRYERS

ECOSMALL 70B WALK BEHIND SCRUBBER DRYER
This battery electric powered walk behind scrubber dryer is designed for industrial and commercial food grade 
applications and is very manoeuvrable. It is an excellent alternative when there’s no access for a ride on unit. 

ECOSMILE 85B RIDE ON SCRUBBER DRYER
Battery electric powered ride on scrubber dryer is compact and designed for mid to large industrial and 
commercial food grade applications. The unit is very strong and manoeuvrable for its size and easy to maintain.

I42 RIDE ON SCRUBBER DRYER
The I42 scrubber dryer uses standard battery electric power and also available in LPG. Designed for the larger 
indoor and outdoor commercial and warehousing / industrial applications, the unit is heavy duty with large 
solution and recovery tank capacities allowing for longer run times.

I115 SS RIDE ON COMBINATION
The I115 battery electric or LPG combination unit is designed for large heavy duty indoor and outdoor 
commercial and warehousing applications. Ideal for large distribution centres, car parks, transport depots and 
shopping centers the I115 SS pre sweeps prior to the scrubbing and drying process.

TAYLOR-DUNN ELECTRIC VEHICLES

BIGFOOT 1360 KG LOAD CAPACITY, 3400 KG TOWING CAPACITY 
Taylor-Dunn’s BIGFOOT offers a large operator’s compartment, tilted steering, and sliding adjustable seats, which 
increases legroom and reduces operator fatigue. Standard features include our GT Drive system, AC power, 
Smart View Display, hydraulic disc brakes, recessed tie-downs, 12 gauge smooth skin, unitised steel body, DC/DC 
converter and a heavy duty all gear drive train.

BIGFOOT XL 1361 KG LOAD CAPACITY
BIGFOOT XL is a utility vehicle with a larger operator’s compartment, hill climbing gusto, speed up to 18 mph, and 
all-wheel hydraulic disc brakes. Equipped with a 17 hp, 48 volt AC motor, GT drive, and rack and pinion steering, 
this electric utility vehicle will out-perform any other in its class.

LOADMASTER 726 KG LOAD CAPACITY
Taylor-Dunn’s Loadmaster is durable, reliable and cost effective for your commercial and industrial material 
handling needs. Equipped with a 36-volt electric drive train, this vehicle carries loads up to 1,600 pounds at 
speeds up to 12 miles per hour with a range up to 20 miles. This narrow aisle burden carrier is 44.5 inches wide by 
108 inches long. It has a 110 inch turning radius with an 84 inch intersecting aisle clearance.

C-432 635 KG LOAD CAPACITY, 3969 KG TOWING CAPACITY
The three-wheel design allows the C-432 to provide the shortest turning radius available in a sit-down 
combination burden carrier / tow tractor. With its 28-inch wheelbase, this vehicle can manoeuver into corners 
other powered vehicles simply cannot reach.

STEPSAVER 227 KG LOAD CAPACITY, 1927 KG TOWING CAPACITY
Taylor-Dunn’s Stepsaver provides personnel transportation for executives, supervisors, security, maintenance, mail 
carriers, and other workers whose jobs keep them on the go. Its versatile design allows you to convert the vehicle 
from personnel carrier to burden carrier in a matter of seconds. These vehicles can carry up to two people or 600 
lb. of load to the job site.

STOCKCHASER 454 KG LOAD CAPACITY, 2268 KG TOWING CAPACITY 
Taylor-Dunn’s Stockchaser is a cost effective solution to improve efficiency in any warehousing application. This 
unique narrow aisle, highly manoeuvrable vehicle provides an ergonomic advantage by quickly bringing the 
operator closer to stock when order picking.

HUSKEY C-425 TOW TRACTOR 13,610 KG TOWING CAPACITY
The Huskey C-425 combines high-powered towing in a compact manoeuvrable tow tractor, while providing 
optimal safety, comfort and ease of use.

TOW TRACTORS
TG/TD MODELS TOW TRACTOR 2.0 – 4.5TN DRAWBAR PULL
A staple at airlines around the world, Toyota’s range of tow tractors are most commonly used for moving cargo, 
and also used in factory applications.

3TE BATTERY ELECTRIC TOW TRACTOR 2.5TN DRAWBAR PULL
The 3TE 2.5-ton electric towing tractor was developed to meet the market’s growing needs for electric vehicles. 
Achieves long operating hours as well as towing performance that matches engine powered towing tractors.

CBT/Y & TE BATTERY ELECTRIC TOW TRACTORS 400KG –1.8TN DRAWBAR PULL
Compact towing tractors CBT4 & 6 (sit down type) and the CBTY4 (stand up type), enable easy long distance 
transportation of large quantities of materials, providing superior manoeuvrability and operability.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL VEHICLES



MAST FRONT TILT 
ANGLE CONTROL
Toyota SAS constantly monitors the load 
height and mast position, and when necessary, 
automatically adjusts the mast angle to protect 
the driver and the load.

   SAFETY SOLUTIONS
OPERATOR PRESENCE SYSTEM
The OPS system helps to prevent accidental movement of the 
forklift and forks when the operator is not seated at the controls. 
This is another feature available from Toyota that provides an even 
greater level of safety for the operator and those in the vicinity.

The OPS system senses if the operator is properly seated and at 
the controls by means of the seat switch. When the operator is 
properly seated at the controls the seat switch will go “on”. If the 
operator is not seated at the controls the seat switch will turn 
“off”, and the OPS system will disable the ability to lower the 
forks, or tilt forward or back along with all the other loading and 
unloading movements.

In order to disengage the OPS system, the operator will need to 
return to the seat, thereby turning the seat switch back “on”, and 
then put the direction and fork control levers into “neutral” for 
travelling and lowering the forks.

These innovative features, however, in no way override the value 
of sensible employees, professional training and strict adherence 
to safety regulations. But, they certainly provide you with more 
ways to create a safe work environment.

EXCLUSIVE SAS TECHNOLOGY
The operation of forklifts is very serious business. Every year, 
an alarming number of forklift operators are involved in 
workplace accidents. A tipping truck, the most common cause 
of forklift fatalities, produces an almost innate human response. 
Drivers feel the need to escape and often jump out under 
the falling truck, getting trapped under the overhead guard. 
One manufacturer, TOYOTA, was the first to respond to this 
safety issue by developing the revolutionary “System of Active 
Stability”. 

The patented System of Active Stability™ (SAS), which features 
on Toyota’s selected range of 7-Series and 8-Series forklift trucks, 
represents a real break-though in forklift safety. Toyota’s SAS was 
the first system in the world to monitor and control the forklift 
through a combination of advanced sensors linked to an on-
board controller, enabling superb load-handling performance 
with outstanding safety. Toyota’s SAS concept took more than 65 
dedicated engineers over two years to design and is protected 
by over 250 patents. SAS significantly contributes to accident 
prevention by enhancing control in the stability range of the 
forklift before it enters into a range of unstable operation. 

SAS reacts through two key systems: the Active Control Rear 
Stabiliser and the Active Mast Function Controller, providing 
excellent lateral stability and when handling loads.

The Active Control Rear Stabiliser uses information from various 

sensors to determine if the forklift has entered into a potentially 
dangerous situation, such as swinging to one side when making 
a turn. If a potentially dangerous condition is determined, the 
Active Control Rear Stabiliser temporarily locks the swinging of 
the rear axle to provide a high level of stability for the forklift.

Without SAS a forklift can exceed its stability limits, causing it to 
roll over. With SAS, the Active Rear Stabiliser locks the swinging 
motion of the rear axle to provide the truck with a high level of 
lateral stability.

ACTIVE STEERING SYNCRONISER
The SAS Active Steering Synchroniser helps the operator by 
synchronising the position of the steering wheel with the angle 
of the steer wheels. Your drivers work more efficiently and always 
know the position of the steering wheels, allowing for safer and 
more productive forklift operation.

G Force

Swing Lock 
Cylinder

LOCK

Turn Without Active Steering Synchroniser

With Active Steering Synchroniser

MAST REAR TILT 
ANGLE CONTROL
If Toyota SAS senses that loads above a 
certain height are being tilted backwards, 
it automatically reduces the mast speed so 
the load moves surely and steadily into the 
right position.

8-Series Gas, Diesel 
and LPG Models

7-Series Gas, Diesel 
and LPG Models

7-Series 3-wheel 
Battery Electric Models*

8-Series 4-wheel 
Battery-Electric Models#

7-Series Stand-up 
Reach Models

In order to disengage the OPS system, the operator will need 
to return to the seat, thereby turning the seat switch back “on”, 
and then put the direction and fork control levers into “neutral” 
for travelling and lowering the forks.

These innovative features, however, in no way override the 
value of sensible employees, professional training and strict 
adherence to safety regulations. But, they certainly provide 
you with more ways to create a safe work environment.

QUALITY TRAINING
At Toyota Material Handling we do much more than bring you 
a great range of Toyota forklifts. We take pride in providing the 
materials and personnel to help train those who drive and repair 
these trucks, assisting to decrease costs and increase efficiency 
through the improved safety and performance of your workers.

Toyota Material Handling also offers a complete range of driver 
training courses for all types of forklifts, provided by our own 
training personnel, or via a Toyota Material Handling approved 
service provider. The courses can cover daily maintenance 
routines, safe driving practice and operating technique, 
including vehicle loading advice, as well as practical instruction 
for specified types of equipment. 

The scope of training courses also includes vital guidance on 
ergonomical aspects of forklift truck driving – for example, 
optimum adjustment of seat and controls, and also care of 
personal posture – to maintain health and safety standards.

In addition to the provision of training, Toyota Material Handling 
has produced a range of Driver Training Materials to assist 
in the performance and safety of forklift operators. These 
materials are available in a variety of flexible formats, including 
DVD and PC versions in trainer’s and/or self-tutorial formats.

OPS – OPERATOR PRESENCE SENSING SYSTEM

Toyota Material Handling has the biggest range of forklifts and battery-
electric warehouse equipment available in Australia, ensuring that 
whatever your requirements we have a suitable material handling solution.

Our range of world renowned brands allows for a combination of 
counter-balance, electric powered pallet forklifts, stackers, order 
pickers, reach forklifts and narrow aisle equipment that is second  
to none.

Within Australia, over 50,000 Toyota forklifts have been sold, and the 
brand has been the Australian counter-balance forklift market leader 
since 1987. Toyota’s selection of internal combustion and battery-
electric counter-balance forklifts range from 0.9 tonnes right up to a 
massive 24.0 tonnes.

Toyota Material Handling are also leaders in the field of warehouse 
equipment, with a range of products committed to increasing your 
productivity and reducing your materials handling costs. 

In addition to our range of forklifts and warehouse equipment, 
Toyota Material Handling also distributes the Toyota range of skid 
steer loaders and tow tractors, commonly used for earthmoving and 
cargo-handling purposes respectively.

*Source: DHF Intralogistik Magazine 2011

The OPS system helps to prevent accidental movement 
of the forklift and forks when the operator is not seated 
at the controls. This is another feature available from 
Toyota that provides an even greater level of safety for 
the operator and those in the vicinity.

The OPS system senses if the operator is properly 
seated and at the controls by means of the seat switch. 
When the operator is properly seated at the controls 
the seat switch will go “on”. If the operator is not seated 
at the controls the seat switch will turn “off”, and the 
OPS system will disable the ability to lower the forks, or 
tilt forward or back along with all the other loading and 
unloading movements.

COMPANY PROFILE

Tilt lever

Tilt forward PUSH

TOYOTA’S AUTOMATIC  
FORK-LEVELLING CONTROL
Provides fast handling and easy operation

When the forks are in the rest tilt position, the operator  
simply presses a button on the tilt lever and the forks  
will automatically stop in a level position. This makes  
for easier fork insertion and removal.

Automatic fork 
levelling control

WORLD’S NO.1*

SAS AND OPS ARE AVAILABLE ON  
THE BELOW TOYOTA FORKLIFTS
* Active Control Rear Stabiliser is not available on 7-Series 3-wheel  
Battery Electric Models.

# SAS is an optional extra on the 8FB Series Battery-Electric Forklift.
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Automatic fork 
levelling control

Tilt leaver
Tilt forward

QUALITY MANUFACTURING
For over 50 years Toyota has been at the forefront of the global 
materials handling market. Toyota Material Handling has been 
a pioneer in forklift technology and a world leader in making 
forklifts more productive, safer and cost-effective.

At Toyota Material Handling we understand the cost of running your 
equipment is a contributing factor to the profitability of your business. 
Faults and breakdowns are not merely inconvenient, they represent 
lost revenue and higher costs.

Toyota Material Handling’s range of forklift products are developed 
by personnel who can utilise the advantages of Toyota’s advanced 
manufacturing technologies, and built to the same exceptional 
standards of quality and reliability as the company’s automotive 
products. These two components are the key to Toyota Material 
Handling’s success, and a major reason why so many customers 
continue to buy Toyota Material Handling products time and 
time again.

Toyota Material Handling is also committed to responsible 
environmental policies and the development of processes to reduce 
forklift emission levels. By employing automobile technologies, cleaner 
and powerful engines have been developed. Advanced Toyota 
technology also ensures lower noise and vibration levels, and reduced 
fuel consumption levels.

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FB MODEL 1.0 – 3.5 TONNE CAPACITY (4-WHEEL)
Ongoing research, field surveys and evaluations have enabled Toyota Material Handling to offer you 
the ultimate in productivity. Our 4-wheel electric forklifts combine the proven perfomance, reliability 
and safety of Toyota’s Operator Presence Sensing System (OPS) and powerful Alternating Current 
(AC) Power technology. Operator comfort is key with improved visibility and an ergonomic driving 
position.

(8FB models feature SAS as an optional extra).

TOYOTA 7-SERIES FBE MODEL 1.0 – 2.0 TONNE CAPACITY (3-WHEEL)
From the versatility of the latest control technology to the comfort and operability delivered by our 
ergonomically designed operator compartment, Toyota’s 7FBE redefines 3-wheel electric forklift 
quality and productivity. Outstanding manoeuvrability, reliability and easy service access are key  
features our 3-wheel electrics offer.

(7FBE models feature SAS# and AC Power. #Active Control Rear Stabiliser not available on 7FBE models).

RAYMOND 4250 MODEL 1364 – 2272KG CAPACITY
The Raymond Model 4250 Battery-Electric Counter-Balance forklift is a powerhouse of versatility. 
Raymond’s exclusive ACR System™ helps increase productivity with faster, smoother operation, 
more torque, better acceleration and less downtime. AC drive provides power, torque and stamina 
to handle rough dock applications, 24/7, with operators receiving quicker response and consistent, 
more efficient load handling throughout the entire shift. The single-axis, multifunction control handle 
provides a stable, solid grip point and is designed to comfortably fit the hand. Fully programmable 
control system lets operators custom-configure travel speed and acceleration and deceleration rates 
for forward, reverse, lift and lower.

BATTERY-ELECTRIC FORKLIFTS
Toyota Material Handling also has a comprehensive range of battery-electric forklifts, with three and four wheel models 
available. Electric forklifts use an on-board battery to provide power for transport and cargo loading and unloading, 
allowing for outstanding power with no emissions. Toyota’s battery electric range comprises both counter-balance and 
reach models. Toyota was also one of the first forklift manufacturers to utilise Alternating Current (AC) Power, providing 
for improved load handling and acceleration.

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 1.0 – 3.5 TONNE CAPACITY
Advancements in technology and engineering help the Toyota 8-Series set new 
standards in the forklift industry. Featuring the world’s first System of Active StabilityTM 
(SAS), this exclusive computer controlled stability system can assist in improving 
safety and productivity. For areas where space is at a premium, Toyota Material 
Handling also offers 8-Series Compact models in 2.0-3.0 tonne capacity.

(8FG/FD models feature SAS).

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 3.5 – 5.0 TONNE CAPACITY
If productivity is a requirement, then this unit has it all! The capacity and power you 
need for your heavy-duty jobs. The Toyota ergonomics and comfort your operators 
want. Our customer field testing during development produces those subtle Toyota 
refinements such as ease of service and dependability that make it even better 
value. Toyota Material Handling also offers 7-Series Compact models in 4.0-5.0 
tonne capacity.

(7FG/FD models feature SAS).

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 6.0 – 8.0 TONNE CAPACITY
Toyota Material Handling’s line expands with the availability of a breed of high 
performance forklifts for an ever-demanding market. A triumph of advanced 
technology and an ongoing commitment to improving productivity, this rugged 
powerhouse delivers high efficiency and features a safe and solid design that inspires 
reliability and job confidence.

TOYOTA 4-SERIES FD MODEL 10.0 – 24.0 TONNE CAPACITY
Demanding applications and punishing work environments test the true performance 
of a forklift. The Toyota 10–16 tonne rugged design and heavy-duty components, 
combined with its exceptional levels of operability, operator comfort and ease of 
service, help make this workhorse the model of enduring productivity.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION FORKLIFTS
Internal Combustion counter-balance forklifts are amongst Toyota’s most popular models, and are available in 
petrol, diesel and LPG varieties. Within Australia, Toyota Material Handling boasts a full line-up of counter-balance 
forklifts with capacities ranging from 0.9 to 24 tonnes. Toyota forklifts have powerful loading/unloading speeds, 
and are characterised by superior functionality. A variety of attachments make them adaptable for a wide range of 
productive work.

SAS – SYSTEM OF ACTIVE STABILITY The Active Control Rear Stabiliser uses information 
from various sensors to determine if the forklift has 
entered into a potentially dangerous situation, such as 
swinging to one side when making a turn. If a potentially 
dangerous condition is determined, the Active Control 
Rear Stabiliser temporarily locks the swinging of the rear 
axle to provide a high level of stability for the forklift.

Without SAS a forklift can exceed its stability limits, causing it to roll  
over. With SAS, the Active Rear Stabiliser locks the swinging motion  
of the rear axle to provide the truck with a high level of lateral stability.

Swing Lock
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Lock

G Force
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TOYOTA’S ACTIVE MAST  
REAR TILT-SPEED CONTROL
Provides fast handling and easy operation

The rear tilt speed is limited when heavy loads are 
handled at high mast heights, so there is less affect  
on stability. This helps to prevent spilled loads.

TOYOTA’S ACTIVE MAST  
FRONT TILT-ANGLE CONTROL
Provides fast handling and easy operation

This system detects the weight and height of the load and 
automatically controls the mast front tilt angle. This system 
makes it more difficult to spoil loads, contibuting to higher 
operating efficiency.
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Normal

Restricted forward  
tilt angle

EXPERT AFTER-SALES SUPPORT
At Toyota Material Handling we recognise how important  
after-sales support is to your business and have established key 
locations for the provision of all forklift service requirements. Our 
number one priority is customer satisfaction, supplied by one of 
the finest forklift service specialist teams.

We place an important emphasis on expert service to 
keep your forklift working and your servicing costs as 
low as possible. No matter what forklift brand you use, 
Toyota Material Handling’s factory trained technicians 
use the latest diagnostic equipment to ensure a fast 
and accurate diagnosis. 

It’s all part of our Toyota Service Advantage, and just 
another reason why a Toyota Material Handling  
service is genuinely better for your forklift and 
your pocket.

We also understand that fast parts supply is a crucial 
element of business operations. Toyota globally invests 
millions in its parts supply performance to ensure quick 
delivery of parts and less downtime. 

Toyota Material Handling products are assembled 
with high-quality parts manufactured under strict 
quality control, and therefore, use of Genuine 
Parts is recommended for achieving the maximum 
performance. Remember, if you put the best parts 
into your forklift you will receive the highest level of 
performance out of your forklift.

SAFETY SOLUTIONS SERVICE & PARTS NETWORKCOUNTER-BALANCE FORKLIFT RANGE COUNTER-BALANCE FORKLIFT RANGE
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QUALITY MANUFACTURING
For over 50 years Toyota has been at the forefront of the global 
materials handling market. Toyota Material Handling has been 
a pioneer in forklift technology and a world leader in making 
forklifts more productive, safer and cost-effective.

At Toyota Material Handling we understand the cost of running your 
equipment is a contributing factor to the profitability of your business. 
Faults and breakdowns are not merely inconvenient, they represent 
lost revenue and higher costs.

Toyota Material Handling’s range of forklift products are developed 
by personnel who can utilise the advantages of Toyota’s advanced 
manufacturing technologies, and built to the same exceptional 
standards of quality and reliability as the company’s automotive 
products. These two components are the key to Toyota Material 
Handling’s success, and a major reason why so many customers 
continue to buy Toyota Material Handling products time and 
time again.

Toyota Material Handling is also committed to responsible 
environmental policies and the development of processes to reduce 
forklift emission levels. By employing automobile technologies, cleaner 
and powerful engines have been developed. Advanced Toyota 
technology also ensures lower noise and vibration levels, and reduced 
fuel consumption levels.

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FB MODEL 1.0 – 3.5 TONNE CAPACITY (4-WHEEL)
Ongoing research, field surveys and evaluations have enabled Toyota Material Handling to offer you 
the ultimate in productivity. Our 4-wheel electric forklifts combine the proven perfomance, reliability 
and safety of Toyota’s Operator Presence Sensing System (OPS) and powerful Alternating Current 
(AC) Power technology. Operator comfort is key with improved visibility and an ergonomic driving 
position.

(8FB models feature SAS as an optional extra).

TOYOTA 7-SERIES FBE MODEL 1.0 – 2.0 TONNE CAPACITY (3-WHEEL)
From the versatility of the latest control technology to the comfort and operability delivered by our 
ergonomically designed operator compartment, Toyota’s 7FBE redefines 3-wheel electric forklift 
quality and productivity. Outstanding manoeuvrability, reliability and easy service access are key  
features our 3-wheel electrics offer.

(7FBE models feature SAS# and AC Power. #Active Control Rear Stabiliser not available on 7FBE models).

RAYMOND 4250 MODEL 1364 – 2272KG CAPACITY
The Raymond Model 4250 Battery-Electric Counter-Balance forklift is a powerhouse of versatility. 
Raymond’s exclusive ACR System™ helps increase productivity with faster, smoother operation, 
more torque, better acceleration and less downtime. AC drive provides power, torque and stamina 
to handle rough dock applications, 24/7, with operators receiving quicker response and consistent, 
more efficient load handling throughout the entire shift. The single-axis, multifunction control handle 
provides a stable, solid grip point and is designed to comfortably fit the hand. Fully programmable 
control system lets operators custom-configure travel speed and acceleration and deceleration rates 
for forward, reverse, lift and lower.

BATTERY-ELECTRIC FORKLIFTS
Toyota Material Handling also has a comprehensive range of battery-electric forklifts, with three and four wheel models 
available. Electric forklifts use an on-board battery to provide power for transport and cargo loading and unloading, 
allowing for outstanding power with no emissions. Toyota’s battery electric range comprises both counter-balance and 
reach models. Toyota was also one of the first forklift manufacturers to utilise Alternating Current (AC) Power, providing 
for improved load handling and acceleration.

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 1.0 – 3.5 TONNE CAPACITY
Advancements in technology and engineering help the Toyota 8-Series set new 
standards in the forklift industry. Featuring the world’s first System of Active StabilityTM 
(SAS), this exclusive computer controlled stability system can assist in improving 
safety and productivity. For areas where space is at a premium, Toyota Material 
Handling also offers 8-Series Compact models in 2.0-3.0 tonne capacity.

(8FG/FD models feature SAS).

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 3.5 – 5.0 TONNE CAPACITY
If productivity is a requirement, then this unit has it all! The capacity and power you 
need for your heavy-duty jobs. The Toyota ergonomics and comfort your operators 
want. Our customer field testing during development produces those subtle Toyota 
refinements such as ease of service and dependability that make it even better 
value. Toyota Material Handling also offers 7-Series Compact models in 4.0-5.0 
tonne capacity.

(7FG/FD models feature SAS).

TOYOTA 8-SERIES FG/FD MODEL 6.0 – 8.0 TONNE CAPACITY
Toyota Material Handling’s line expands with the availability of a breed of high 
performance forklifts for an ever-demanding market. A triumph of advanced 
technology and an ongoing commitment to improving productivity, this rugged 
powerhouse delivers high efficiency and features a safe and solid design that inspires 
reliability and job confidence.

TOYOTA 4-SERIES FD MODEL 10.0 – 24.0 TONNE CAPACITY
Demanding applications and punishing work environments test the true performance 
of a forklift. The Toyota 10–16 tonne rugged design and heavy-duty components, 
combined with its exceptional levels of operability, operator comfort and ease of 
service, help make this workhorse the model of enduring productivity.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION FORKLIFTS
Internal Combustion counter-balance forklifts are amongst Toyota’s most popular models, and are available in 
petrol, diesel and LPG varieties. Within Australia, Toyota Material Handling boasts a full line-up of counter-balance 
forklifts with capacities ranging from 0.9 to 24 tonnes. Toyota forklifts have powerful loading/unloading speeds, 
and are characterised by superior functionality. A variety of attachments make them adaptable for a wide range of 
productive work.

SAS – SYSTEM OF ACTIVE STABILITY The Active Control Rear Stabiliser uses information 
from various sensors to determine if the forklift has 
entered into a potentially dangerous situation, such as 
swinging to one side when making a turn. If a potentially 
dangerous condition is determined, the Active Control 
Rear Stabiliser temporarily locks the swinging of the rear 
axle to provide a high level of stability for the forklift.

Without SAS a forklift can exceed its stability limits, causing it to roll  
over. With SAS, the Active Rear Stabiliser locks the swinging motion  
of the rear axle to provide the truck with a high level of lateral stability.
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TOYOTA’S ACTIVE MAST  
REAR TILT-SPEED CONTROL
Provides fast handling and easy operation

The rear tilt speed is limited when heavy loads are 
handled at high mast heights, so there is less affect  
on stability. This helps to prevent spilled loads.

TOYOTA’S ACTIVE MAST  
FRONT TILT-ANGLE CONTROL
Provides fast handling and easy operation

This system detects the weight and height of the load and 
automatically controls the mast front tilt angle. This system 
makes it more difficult to spoil loads, contibuting to higher 
operating efficiency.
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EXPERT AFTER-SALES SUPPORT
At Toyota Material Handling we recognise how important  
after-sales support is to your business and have established key 
locations for the provision of all forklift service requirements. Our 
number one priority is customer satisfaction, supplied by one of 
the finest forklift service specialist teams.

We place an important emphasis on expert service to 
keep your forklift working and your servicing costs as 
low as possible. No matter what forklift brand you use, 
Toyota Material Handling’s factory trained technicians 
use the latest diagnostic equipment to ensure a fast 
and accurate diagnosis. 

It’s all part of our Toyota Service Advantage, and just 
another reason why a Toyota Material Handling  
service is genuinely better for your forklift and 
your pocket.

We also understand that fast parts supply is a crucial 
element of business operations. Toyota globally invests 
millions in its parts supply performance to ensure quick 
delivery of parts and less downtime. 

Toyota Material Handling products are assembled 
with high-quality parts manufactured under strict 
quality control, and therefore, use of Genuine 
Parts is recommended for achieving the maximum 
performance. Remember, if you put the best parts 
into your forklift you will receive the highest level of 
performance out of your forklift.

SAFETY SOLUTIONS SERVICE & PARTS NETWORKCOUNTER-BALANCE FORKLIFT RANGE COUNTER-BALANCE FORKLIFT RANGE
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FORK LEVELLING 
CONTROL
Levelling the forks manually takes a little 
extra time, every time. But now, with Fork 
Levelling Control, all it takes is the touch 
of a button to automatically level the 
forks at 90°. And that makes it easier to 
move loads into place.

* Active Control Rear Stabiliser not available on 8-Series 3-Wheel Battery Electric Models.  SAS is an optional extra on the 8FB series Battery-Electric Forklift.

8-Series Gas, Diesel  
and LPG Models

8-Series 3-wheel  
Battery Electric Models*

8-Series 4-wheel  
Battery-Electric Models#

8-Series Stand-up  
Reach Models

*Active Control Rear Stabiliser is not available on 8-Series 3-wheel  Battery Electric Models. # SAS is an optional extra on the 8FB Series Battery-Electric Forklift.

SAS AND OPS ARE AVAILABLE ON THESE TOYOTA FORKLIFTS



TELEMATICS
Toyota Material Handling understand that every company has 
specialised needs and the key to making successful decisions 
requires accurate and up to date information. 

Our fleet management team can develop and implement 
pricing and auditing procedures to assure that you are 
receiving the most cost-effective, competitively priced package 
on an ongoing basis to help reduce your forklift operating costs 
and increase productivity.

Toyota’s I_Site is the perfect tool for fleet and logistic managers 
to understand vehicle status, driver performance and overall 
productivity in their materials handling operation.

The user-friendly dashboard interface offers a condensed real-
time overview of your situation, in which you can visualise issues 
very quickly. It is accessible whenever and wherever you need 
it - on PC, tablet or on a handheld device on the warehouse floor. 
You can choose and customise the indicators you like.

FORKLIFT SERVICE APP
Available for Apple, Android 
and Windows phone users, our 
forklift mobile service app will 
allow you to log service calls 
easily and efficiently to help 
get your forklift operational 
again quickly.

TOYOTA SPOT ME
Toyota’s SpotME alerts truck drivers and pedestrians of the 
potential danger of collision, protecting the workers, the 
forklift and the goods. Its infra-red (IR) direction sensitive 
sensors detect the movement or the presence of forklifts and 
pedestrian at the crossroads in due time.

DRIVERLESS FORKLIFTS
Providing reliable and accurate driverless operation for 
transporting, stacking or picking, the Autopilot system can 
function independently, alongside existing equipment or even 
operated manually if required.

It represents an excellent choice for busy environments where 
repetitive movements are common, providing efficient, 
cost-effective goods handling with a significant return on 
investment.

INNOVATIONS TMHA BRANCHES
SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY PALLET®

Whether you own a single forklift or a fleet, we want to show 
you why Toyota Material Handling is Australia’s leading forklift 
company. 

We’ve got Australia’s biggest range to provide you with the 
best possible material handling solutions, plus the service and 
replacement parts support you’d expect from the world leader.

The benefits of dealing with Toyota Material Handling include:

• Australia’s biggest range of materials handling equipment

•  No.1 counter-balance forklift consecutively since 1987*

•  Leading product, safety and environmental initiatives

•  100% Toyota owned branches

•  Australia’s largest rental fleet with over 24,500 units

•  Forklift rentals from 1 day to 5 years with flexible finance 
options available

•  450+ service support staff & 300+ service vans

Sydney

NewcastleOrange

Queanbeyan

Melbourne

Albury

Launceston

Adelaide

Coffs Harbour
Lismore

Brisbane

Gladstone

Townsville

MacKay

Cairns

Darwin

Perth

Toowoomba

Toyota Material Handling Australia branches



CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS

The Huski E-Series Scissor Lift is one of the most versatile tools on the 
market. Designed for facilities maintenance, installation, construction, 
and more it has working heights of up to 9.78m and the capability to fit 
through a doorway, the manoeuvrable and agile E-Series Scissor Lift is a 
dependable tool for many tasks.

With steel-constructed panels and powder-coated paint make the 
E-Series Scissor Lifts built to last. The extendable platform allows 
operators to safely reach across fixed objects while the tilt alarm alerts 
operators to unsafe working conditions and limits platform movement 
until safe operation is restored. The folding guardrails allow for larger 
models to pass through doorways and under other low obstacles while 
the operator is off the scissor lift. 

The dual operational mode provides increased platform capacity at lower 
heights for flexible use, while the  upper control box offers two mounting 
positions or remote use while off the scissor lift.

Toyota Material Handling’s range of Huski mini excavators represent 
excellent reliability and are stacked with operator features. The 
range consists of seven models including one 1.3-tonne short-radius 
machine and six zero tail swing models ranging from 1.6-tonne 
through to 6-tonne. Fundamental to the Huski mini excavators’ robust 
construction and functional design is excellent quality-of-materials, 
high technological content of components and the strict inspection 
of production and assembly processes. 

The Huski mini excavators come generously equipped as standard 
with many options also available. Additionally, the zero tail-swing 
functionality means the unit can swing 360 degrees within the total 
width of its chassis and the machine tail doesn’t protrude past the 
width of the machine’s undercarriage.

Toyota Huski skid steer loaders have long been 
renowned as the finest available.

Strength, high performance and reliability have 
become synonymous with the Huski range.

Developed and tested in Australia, the Huski 
5SDK skid steer loader range features exceptional 
stability, driver comfort and safety. The soft touch 
control ensures smooth transition of the lever, 
allowing for precise manoeuvrability.

The 5SDK skid steer loader range also provide 
owners with a product offering heavy-duty 
construction, low running costs and a longer 
machine life, adding true value to our customer’s 
business.

HUSKI SKID STEER LOADERS

4SDK4 320kg OPERATING LOAD
The Toyota Huski 4SDK4 skid steer loader is compact in size, yet powerful enough to handle the toughest job. Its 
compact size make limited access applications possible. The option of wide tyres takes the machine up to a metre 
in width, creating wider cutting width.

5SDK5 430kg OPERATING LOAD
The Toyota Huski 5SDK5 skid steer loader is a quick powerful machine, capable of performing all the tasks of the 
bigger machines, yet compact enough to fit in confined spaces. It provides outstanding operator comfort and 
machine performance, with easy to operate control levers and a rugged frame for the toughest of jobs.

5SDK8 650kg OPERATING LOAD
Built for the job and made for the operator, the Toyota Huski 5SDK8 skid steer loader has a spacious cabin opening 
for smooth entry and exit, along with an easy to read instrument panel and low vibration and low fatigue control 
levers, provide outstanding operator comfort. Class leading visibility and outstanding manoeuvrability makes the 
5SDK8 skid steer loader a valuable addition to any worksite.

5SDK9 730kg OPERATING LOAD
The 5SDK9 skid steer loader offers operators class leading levels of steering and operator control, with 
performance geared to meet the most demanding applications. An optional high flow system available on the 
5SDK9 skid steer loader operates most high-flow attachments requiring flows of up to 100 litres per minute, all 
packaged in a tough Toyota body for outstanding performance you can rely on.

5SDK10 820kg OPERATING LOAD
One of the largest machines in the Toyota Huski family, the 5SDK10 skid steer loader has earned a reputation for 
being one of the toughest skid steer loaders available. With effortless power to perform the larger earthmoving 
tasks efficiently, all with outstanding speed and accuracy. The 5SDK10 skid steer loader also features an arm 
structure that allows the bucket to lift almost vertically, making possible smooth operation even in enclosed areas.

5SDK11 900kg OPERATING LOAD
With a powerful 900kg operating load capacity makes the 5SDK11 skid steer loader the ideal machine for the 
most demanding of applications, providing you with toughness coupled with pin-point precision, all at your 
complete control. Like the 5SDK10 skid steer loader, the 5SDK11 skid steer loader also offers vertical arm lift 
operation, helping to improve stability and easier dumping operability.

HUSKI SCISSOR LIFTS

HUSKI MINI EXCAVATORS

MODEL SV06ENS SV06ENL SV08ENL SV08EWL SV10EWL
PLATFORM HEIGHT 5.72m 6.10m 7.77m 7.92m 9.68m

LOAD CAPACITY 230kg 360kg 360kg 450kg 450kg

MODEL M-13K M-16U M-22U M-28U M-38U M-55U M-60U
BUCKET (STANDARD) 300mm 400mm 400mm 450mm 450mm 600mm 600mm

DIGGING FORCE (daN) 800 895 1410 1725 1950 2900 2900



THE TOYOTA ADVANTAGE
As Australia’s leading forklift company, it doesn’t matter whether we are supplying you a single spare part,  a rental forklift or helping to 

manage your entire fleet, our objective and commitment remains the same – adding value to your operation. That’s the Toyota Advantage.

LEGENDARY RELIABILITY
Every forklift we sell is built with the same precision and famous advanced manufacturing technologies as Toyota’s automotive products. 
But we don’t just say it, we’ve demonstrated it for over 50 years. That’s why when you choose to partner with Toyota Material Handling, 
you’re choosing our legendary quality, durability and reliability.

Toyota Material Handling Australia (TMHA) has used its best endeavours to ensure brochure information is correct when published. All images are used for illustration purposes only and actual colour of products may differ 
from images displayed. TMHA, to the extent permissible at law, is not liable to any person for loss or damage arising from reliance upon information contained in this brochure. Distributed nationally by Toyota Material 
Handling Australia Pty Limited ABN 38 104 644 635. 8 Secombe Place Moorebank NSW 2170. Printed March 2020. *System Of Active Stability available only on selected Toyota forklifts.

S O L U T I O N S  F O R  E V E R Y  P A L L E T®

       1800 425 438                   www.toyotamaterialhandling.com.auToyota Material Handling Australia  8 Secombe Place, Moorebank NSW 2170

WORLD LEADING SAFETY
Safety is as much a part of our business as it is yours. That’s why we pioneered the System Of Active Stability™* (SAS™) over 20 years ago. 
Over 3,000 calculations per second delivering class leading stability, safety and assisting accident prevention – protecting your most valuable 
assets. We may have pioneered SAS™ over 20 years ago – but we never sit still when it comes to safety. That’s why when you choose Toyota, 
you’re choosing our world class safety.

MORE UPTIME NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE
450+ service support staff. 300+ mobile service vans. 18 locations. Parts and service when and where you need them. In a country as large as 
ours – you need a service network as big as ours. That’s why when you choose to partner with Toyota Material Handling, you get the ongoing 
support of Australia’s most dedicated service and parts network.

DELIVERING MORE THAN JUST FORKLIFTS
We’re proud to offer an unparalleled range of complementary products suitable for Australian 
businesses. From elevated work platforms, sweepers and scrubbers, Taylor-Dunn electric vehicles, 
to our innovative range of services such as telematics and fleet management solutions or when 
increasing demand means you need to tap into Australia’s biggest forklift rental fleet. 
As Australia’s leading forklift company we strive to give you so much more.


